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L anguage learners tend to pick up 
new words and phrases at their 
own rate and level of proficiency-- 

as they need them to express what they 
want to say or write.  Even so, it can  
provide an engaging change of pace—    
to teach/learn vocabulary items in 
categories, especially if their meanings 
can be easily illustrated.   

Use this picture activity as a catalyst
for vocabulary learning in subject areas 
that interest participants.  It emphasizes 
effective oral communication but can  
also involve reading and writing.    

ABOVE: Although illustrations of things can be clipped from picture books, phonics workbooks, graphic 
dictionaries, and other print matter, the most interesting, attractive, and innovative images seem to be online. 

The examples numbered above begin with three straightforward photos of everyday items, followed by       
three old-fashioned pieces of clipart.  Next come six clever “enhancements” of common objects by artists    

like Gilbert Legrand, Martin Roller, etc. Finally there are six composite pictures, which will evoke more 
vocabulary, plurals, and varied grammatical structures than single items. No matter where they come from, 

visuals that provoke reaction will make a  VOCABULARY-PICTURE CHAIN more productive and fun.  
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R. VOCABULARY PICTURE CHAIN

R 

SPECIFIC TOPIC OF IDEA R: Everyday objects (singular, plural, & uncountable nouns)

MATERIALS: A set of large (at least 8.5 x 11 inch), displayable pictures (photos,
drawings, cartoons, and/or other images) of items in a meaning category like
“everyday objects,” numbered sequentially—at least one visual per participant
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INSTRUCTIONS

2

You may have to help move PICTURES around by redistributing those that have piled up at one         
or two places, leaving other participants with little to do.  If desks are in rows, items could be        
moving down one row and up the next; you may need to take them from the last person in the room 
and bring them to the first.  Help students work with as many different items as possible.  

Don't worry if learners seem to forget (some of) the vocabulary you introduced and are talking about 
the visuals in their own words: they will be acquiring vocab at their own level and relating to one 
another orally/aurally.  They might also be motivated to ask you or other helpers for vocabulary            
they have forgotten, didn't understand, or need to improve their own use of language.           

4. While students are interacting, help out. On a board/screen, print
one-word or phrase names for numbered items. (You can add
other useful vocabulary after an item as it is requested.)

5. Go over the listed vocabulary. Give cues for items in random
order and have the class locate and say their names.  Collect PICS
by asking for them by number, by name (“Who has sunglasses?)”
or by category (“Please give me all PICTURES of things to wear.”).         
For reinforcement, show each visual as it’s received and elicit
more talk about it.

Item Names 
1. a remote control clicker 
2. a water kettle 
3. balloons 
4. a magnet 
5. a stapler 
6. a zipper 
7. pencils on wood that 

look like a brush 
8. a slingshot made of a 

halter top 

1. Arrange the chairs of the entire room into one large circle or divide the class into
small groups with seats in circles. Alternatively, if desks are immovable, "cluster"
participants near one another, making sure there are no empty seats in the rows.
Tell some goals of the activity: to make good use of (familiar and new) vocabulary
in visual contexts; to (re)learn words and phrases through oral communication; etc.

2. Begin demonstrating procedure by displaying a visual while           
talking about it briefly and audibly at students' language- 
proficiency level, perhaps with sentence patterns like these:
BASIC: Sunglasses. 
BEGINNING: These are sunglasses. 
INTERMEDIATE: People wear sunglasses on sunny days. They protect your eyes from the sun. 
HIGH INTERMEDIATE: People should wear sunglasses for protection from the bright sun. Good sunglasses 

block out the ultraviolet rays. If you need them, you can get prescription lenses from an optometrist.  

Then hand that picture to the first participant in the class, circle, or learning group.        
Have him/her replicate or paraphrase what you just said about it. He/She then gives
it to the next person, who repeats or restates what he/she just heard, and so on            
until everyone gets the idea of a VOCABULARY CHAIN.  Repeat with a few more items.  

3. Now get everybody involved in a VOCABULARY-PICTURE CHAIN at the same time: while
naming (and making useful comments about) it, quickly show a different PICTURE
to the participant at the “start” of the full—or each small—circle. That person
repeats or paraphrases what you said while showing and giving the PICTURE to
the student on his/her right, who does the same thing for the next person, and
so on.  While the first two participants are occupied, immediately insert a new item
into the CHAIN at another point in the circle. Continue introducing visuals quickly
until all students are busy talking, listening, or thinking—or perhaps writing.
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O THER AREAS OF APPLICATION: Any content area for which a large number of different objects 
and/or pictures are available, such as household items, work-related tools, workers wearing 

uniforms that indicate their jobs, people performing daily (work) activities, actions, animals, toys, 
foods and ingredients, places (outdoor scenes, structures, indoor spaces), sports, natural environments, 
kinds of weather, scientific objects or processes, technical devices or parts, etc.   

R. VOCABULARY PICTURE CHAIN

Keep VOCABULARY-PICTURE CHAINS for novices or less-confident students relatively 
simple at first, by starting with short phrases/sentences that simply name items.    
So that you can point to—or learners can locate—the spelling of useful vocabulary,             
you might display or hand out copies of printed (alphabetized) Word Lists.    

When the same visuals are later used in repeat, follow-up, or reinforcing activity, 
gradually introduce additional elements—such as describing words and phrases, 
clauses, and/or short (or longer) sentence commentary.   

At higher levels, interacting students should be encouraged to add their own     
words, phrasing, sentences, and ideas, “teaching” one another new vocabulary             
as it comes up.  These can be written down for use in later vocabulary lessons. 

POSSIBLE VARIATIONS 
Rather than simply expressing whatever comes to mind about each visual in an

oral VOCABULARY-PICTURE CHAIN, participants can answer pre-determined questions.
For instance, if the visuals are objects, they might be asked “What is this thing?”
“Where can you get it?” “What is it made of?” “How do people make use of it?”
“How might you describe it?” and the like. In this controlled, organized variation,
a numbered Answer Key of possible reponses could be made available—so that
learners can compare its language with their own output.

Instead of—or in addition to—just talking about visuals in an oral VOCABULARY-             
PICTURE CHAIN, individuals or pairs of students can write down a predetermined
number of words, phrases, or sentences about each picture in a numbered list.
These can be displayed on a board and/or typed out on paper, duplicated,               
distributed, and used for later follow-up instructional purposes.

While some students seem to learn intuitively from expressive, communicative language activity, 
others might appreciate or benefit from relevant pedagogical input, explanation, or instruction.        
Before, while, or after using VOCABULARY PICTURES displaying things, for instance, you can teach     
or review grammatical or phrasing differences among singular + plural vs. uncountable nouns.  
Visuals that focus on actions or activities might elicit explanations with practice of gerunds and 
(continuous) verb-tense forms; items that invite description can lead to a lesson on adjectives.    

LEVELS = HIGH BEGINNING TO INTERMEDIATE 
 SUGGESTIONS FOR ADAPTATION  
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